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SAN DIEGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--April 6, 2006--CalAmp Corp. (NASDAQ:CAMP), the provider of the award-winning

TelAlert mission critical messaging solution, announced today that it was presented with an HP OpenView

Achiever's Award during the HP Software Universe conference in Nice, France.

CalAmp, a Platinum member of HP's Enterprise Management Alliance Program, has partnered with HP for more

than 20 years and was recognized for the second consecutive year for its significant contributions to HP OpenView

sales during 2005.

TelAlert's enterprise class mission-critical communications system has more than 4,500 installed sites in 58

countries. Current licensees include about 80 companies on Fortune Magazine's annual ranking of America's largest

corporations. TelAlert's award-winning technology mobilizes organizations by extending applications such as

network monitoring, enterprise management, help desk, dispatch and call-center systems to mobile users. TelAlert

is designed to provide easy points of integration so that it can be used with a wide variety of applications.

The integration of TelAlert with HP OpenView has helped to advance the sales of HP OpenView Operations, HP

OpenView Network Node Manager and HP OpenView Service Desk as well as TeMIP platform solutions. The TelAlert

Smart Plug In (SPI) for HP OpenView offers alerting of network and server problems to short message services

(SMS), cellular phones and mobile devices via HP OpenView Network Node Manager.

TelAlert can be customized to an organization's specific group, scheduling and escalation requirements in order to

quickly find the right person to solve the problem. This feature results in reduced response time and ultimately

minimizes times to resolution.

"We are proud of our contribution to the success of HP OpenView and our long-standing business relationship with
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HP," stated Steve L'Heureux, president of CalAmp's Solutions Division. "Together our products provide many of the

largest enterprises in the world with unmatched monitoring support of their mission-critical IT systems. With

TelAlert and HP OpenView, businesses can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of their entire IT service

management process."

"TelAlert is a powerful solution that enhances HP OpenView products with key capabilities and we're pleased to

recognize CalAmp for their significant contribution to HP OpenView sales," said Todd DeLaughter, vice president

and general manager, OpenView Business Unit, HP. "CalAmp is a long and valued HP OpenView partner and we

look forward to continued success in the future."

About CalAmp Corp.

CalAmp is a provider of wireless products, engineering services and software that enable anytime/anywhere access

to critical information, data and entertainment content. With comprehensive capabilities ranging from product

design and development through volume production, CalAmp delivers cost-effective high quality solutions to a

broad array of customers and end markets. The Company provides wireless connectivity solutions for the direct

broadcast satellite (DBS) industry, telemetry and asset tracking markets, public safety communications, the

healthcare industry, and digital multimedia delivery applications.
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